MODULE

D1

Data Analysis 1
“Numbers rule the universe.”
-

Pythagoras

Introduction
Describe the time period and the social, political, etc situations that surround the time
period/theory.

Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Introduce R
Download and install R and RStudio
Quick introduction to the user interface
Assigning variables
Introduce the vector and the data frame
Introduce data types
Homework

Student Objectives:
1.

We want students to be set up to start learning more complex techniques and topics in
R and data analysis.
2. We want people to be set up with the resources they need.

Facilitation Notes
-

Take it slowly. This is tough content.
Use the entire time period! Optimally students will at least get started

Introduction to R
Opening R

Resources:
1. https://rstudio.com/products/rstudio/features/
2. https://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/r-release/R-intro.html
CORE Crash Course (CCC):
The IDE used for the R programming language is RStudio. RStudio is very nice and easy
to use. Open the application window. There are a couple of important features you
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Steps:

need to know from the get-go.
1.

The first thing you need to do in most R projects is to open up a dataset.

Playing Around with RStudio

The screen is split into 4 sections. The top left is mainly for your data and scripts, and the
bottom left is where you can write into the terminal. On the right side, on the top is the
environment, and for the most part the bottom right is the output including plots.

Importing a Dataset and Playing with It
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Send them a dataset
Go File > Import Dataset > base64 (if it asks)
Dataset should be named the name of the file
To reference a column type datasetName$columnName
mean(datasetName$columnName) will give the mean
median(datasetName$columnName) gives mode
Or try summary(datasetName$columnName)
As they know from CSI, these are called function

Intro to Variables, Vectors, & Data Types
Resources:
1.

https://monashbioinformaticsplatform.github.io/r-intro/r-intro.pdf

CORE Crash Course (CCC):
R, like other programming languages, uses variables to store information. For a collection of
information, r uses vectors, which are essentially just lists that can only contain one type of
thing. Lists in r can contain different types of information including both Numbers can be
thought of as vectors with a length of one When combing through datasets, columns can be
defined as vectors.
Unlike most languages, r allows operations to be done on each element of the vector.
Steps:
1. Variables: To assign a value to a variable, first name the variable then assign a
value by using “<-”
a. Ex: weight <- 55
2. Vectors: To make vectors, use c() and list values within the parentheses and
separate them with commas. Assign a name to the vector by using “<-” In the example
below, myvector is the name of the vector and 1 2 3 4 5 are values within the vector.
a. Ex: myvector <- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
3. Vector Operators: To add a number to each element vector, list the vector then
the plus sign and the number you want to add to each element. To add 2 to element in
myvector, see the example below. The vector becomes c(3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
a. myvector + 2

Data Frame

Resources:
1. https://www.tutorialspoint.com/r/r_data_frames.htm#:~:text=Advertisements,n
ames%20should%20be%20non%2Dempty.
CORE Crash Course (CCC):
The most important data type in R is the data frame. When you import a .csv file it is initialized
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as a dataframe. A data frame is nothing but a vector of vectors, each of which have special
labels from the column headings.
Things to do:
1. You can view any data frame in the R window by using the View(dataframe)
function.
View(avocado)
2. You can access any column from a data frame by using the $ operator.
avocado$City
3. You can filter out rows of a dataframe by using the [] operator, by putting a
boolean condition relating to a particular column.
Albany_avocados <- avocado[avocado$City == 'Albany',]
a. Note the comma at the end. This is because the goal is to filter out rows, not
columns.
Imbue in them the sense of awe at the power of the data frame; it is the most basic and
divine form of useful data.

The table() function
Resources:
1.

https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/base/versions/3.6.2/topics/table

CORE Crash Course (CCC):
If data frames are the divine data form, the table function is your best friend along the way.
The table function outputs a special data frame that tells you how many of each value there is
in a vector. The best way to get to know it is to just use it. Just tell them to use table() on some
random columns.

Homework

1. Avocado Dataset
2. Find average volume per day overall(cheat: )
3. Find average volume per day in just Chicago

Supplemental Content
References
1. https://monashbioinformaticsplatform.github.io/r-intro/r-intro.pdf
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